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State in its publicity asserts that it is the one district in the
world that has not felt the Crisis—which is not true,, for I
know an almost worse city—and because of the image of
the Millions and Millions of Beans passing on endless
belting beneath the Eyes of Hawk-Eyed Inspectors before
being canned. But London has got the canned goods fever
to-day even worse than the city of Brotherly Love. According
to her slogan you must Eat Things out of Tins to save the
empire. . . . Nothing less. . . . That is what Protection
will do to human beings whom Patriotism has first driven
mad.
And the case of France is not much better—or rather
there are in France cases that are even worse. Listen. The
other day we were asked to dine at the house of one of the
greatest names in France. One of the very greatest. A name
known over the whole world and having been so known
ever since the days of Louis XIV. (I mention the fact not
out of snobbishness but to emphasize the horror of what
is to come.) It is the first time I have seen the patient New
Yorker faint. Because we were given peas out of a can.
In spite, that is to say, of the fact that her name is as illus-
trious as that other illustrious ornament of France—-petits
pois d la frangaise, which is made by cooking microscopic
peas with a head of lettuce and only so much water as the
lettuce will take up, sauter-iug them afterwards with butter
straight from the churn—in spite of that that lady is also
Anglo-mane, and she had heard that in London it was the
thing to do. ... This is the literal truth.
But that, horrible as it is ... for it is horrible to think
of us Nordics spreading corruption even along the great
oval swathe where once reigned the Golden Age . . . (and
indeed you do taste for a moment some of the peace and joy
of that Age when you consume with a tiny glass of Romanee
Conti 1929 peas prepared really in the manner of France).
I think we might as well at once set millstones about our
necks and seek the deep sea. . . .
But that is not the case worse than that of Philadelphia
that I am thinking of. That case strikes me much nearer
hoxne. Much, much, alas! nearer home.

